CELESTIALREALM
Angel expert Tina Marie Daly answers your questions with angelic advice.
Email your question or issue to prediction@predictionmagazine.com
ANGEL ANSWERS...

Broken
trust

Q

Through my job,
I have been
collaborating
with the owner of
another company on a
project that was close to
my heart. Things seemed
to be going well, but I’ve
found out he wasn’t
trustworthy. I feel very let
down to discover this
person doesn’t have the
level of integrity I thought
he did. Why has this
happened and how can
I learn from this?
CW, via email

Q

Opportunity knocks

I am at a crossroads and I have the
sudden opportunity to move abroad,
which I would need to do by the end of
this year. This would mean giving up everything
and everyone I’ve known so far in life for a new
start. I would have a job, albeit less lucrative
than my current one, but I need to know if this
is indeed a good move for me
Mel, London

A

This move has come at a very special
time for you. It is an opportunity for new
growth and development. Your soul has
been longing for a fuller expression of who you
are and has placed this before you to help you

take a risk and move forward. Rather than
seeing this as ‘leaving your life and others
behind’, try to see it as an adventure; an
awakening on a higher level to bring you to a
deeper part of yourself. These big changes can
feel very scary at first, but if you quiet your
mind and allow your heart to open, you will feel
the angels guiding your every step, and the
fears will begin to dissolve into excitement.
You will build new relationships that support
your life purpose and most importantly shift
your entire energy to begin to manifest and
create from a whole new space. The angels
surround you in light and are walking through
these new doors with you.

A thirst for higher learning

Q
A

ANGELS

I feel I have come to a bit of an impasse with my career and I am
ready to move to another level and learn new skills. Do you see a
change for me any time soon? I’d like to build on the skills I have.
CA, via email

I’m being shown a Pegasus (the winged, magical horse) as a
symbolic gesture from the angels for you to believe in your abilities
to manifest your dreams. This is also a sign of power and movement
forward. Before going to bed, visualise riding Pegasus off into the night
and aligning to your soul’s path. You will awaken with clues to help you with
these changes, and opportunities will begin to present themselves. They
will appear as either a class to take, a new partnership to mentor you or a
new project that you will be inspired to create. It will be a fun adventure!
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A

With these
situations, there
is always an
agreement on a higher
level that it will help with
a particular experience
we are meant to go
through. Focus on
feeling love and release
expectations of who you
hoped that person to be,
and set new boundaries.
This releases you to
attract a more suitable
partner. I see new
healing projects. This
situation occurred as a
wake-up call to help you
be more selective as to
who you work with and
trust in the future. Ask
the angels to guide you.

SPIRIT

Things keep disappearing...

Q

I wanted to ask
about something
spooky
happening in my life.
Basically, items of mine
keep vanishing in the
house including my
phone, magazines,
certificates and money.
I have been without a
phone that works for
four days now – and the
same thing happened
last week. Have you
heard of anything like
this? I have no idea who
is doing this to me.
Sonal, via email

A

It could be a
number of things.
Firstly, you could
have a little prankster in
spirit who is trying to get your attention. Sometimes our loved ones who
have passed on, or others in spirit, move things around to get us to stop and
listen. Or, they are encouraging us to slow down because our pace through
life has been too fast and we must be still to be able to communicate with
them more clearly. I feel it’s somewhat of a combination here. Lately, your
energy has been very scattered and unbalanced, which is one reason for
things being misplaced. But there is also some old energy that needs to
be released. Archangel Michael is coming through to help you clear the
energy in your home. Call on him to surround you and your house in white
light, then walk room to room burning white sage as a clearing tool. Open
some windows and say, “Anything that is not the highest vibration of
unconditional love, light and truth is released now! Thank you Archangel
Michael.” Sage yourself as well, and feel all of the angels blessing your
home and raising the vibration all around you. Finally, play some healing
mantras or relaxing music to help you remain more centered and focused.

A rainbow baby?

Q
A

What is a Rainbow Child, and is there
a way I can tell if my baby is one?
Justine, LA

There are three types of children sent
here to bring about a great change in
humanity. The first are the indigo
children. They arrived mostly in the 70s and 80s
to help shift us away from traditional thinking,
and open our minds and hearts to awaken our
authentic selves. Next are the crystal children;
highly sensitive children with a huge capacity
to sense the spirit world, connect with the Earth
and animals and teach us to honour this special
connection. The rainbow children, also known
as star children, are coming to help evolve us as
a species even further. They represent the wave
of the future. They are born into this world with
little to no Karma, full of energy and enthusiasm
for life with an aura so pure and bright that is
the vibration of Divinity itself.
These fearless, beautiful children spread their
unconditional love and joy to everyone without
exception or judgement. They are extremely
psychic and, due to their very high frequency,
will affect the lives of everyone around them.
Since there haven’t been that many of these
children born quite yet, my feeling is that your
little one is a crystal child with some rainbow
energy. All of these children need our support
and our love so that they can carry out their
very special mission.

Email your angel questions to prediction@
predictionmagazine.com, tweet them to us at
@predictionmag or pop them on our Prediction
Magazine Facebook wall. Visit Tinamariedaly.
com for more info on our angel expert

Stomach ache

Q

I have been experiencing an ongoing
tummy upset for a while now. I have
always suffered from IBS in times of
stress but this feels different – like my vibration
has shifted. How can I alleviate the symptoms?
Tracy, via Facebook

A

Your vibration is shifting, and as a result
there is a detoxification process
occurring physically and energetically.
Your sensitivities are increasing, which is natural
with any change in vibration, and you may find
you need to be mindful of the foods you eat.
The angels suggest staying away from gluten,
refined sugar, dairy and limiting animal
products (for now). Eat lots of greens and drink
lots of water. Observe how you feel for a month
before slowly introducing foods back one at
a time. During this time, meditate every day;
place your hands on your belly, and feel love
and acceptance for yourself and your body. The
angels say that somewhere along the way there
has been a ‘disconnect’, and now it’s time to
integrate all levels, mind, body and spirit.
Archangel Raphael is with you to help you
through this process, heal through your hands
and bring you into a state of balance.
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